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Introduction

The theoretical principles of the performance assessment of health systems have been widely studied [1, 2]. Performance assessment requires a multidisciplinary approach and is closely connected to issues such as quality of health care [3, 4], systems analysis [5], knowledge management [6], and decision support systems [7]. Continuous improvement techniques are required in the design and management of information systems suitable for performance assessment [8, 9]. There exist several methodological challenges: complicated interactions between the physiological onset of disease, health system, treatment decisions, human behavior, society and expenditures need to be integrated under the same theoretical model [10, 11]. In practice, the most useful approach to performance assessment seems to be a disease-based comparison of episodes of care [12, 13]. Relevant performance criteria can be extracted from the evidence-based treatment guidelines [14]. Typically comparisons are made between the providers of care [15], though it requires the adjustment of known risk factors that may disturb the comparisons [16-18].

Practical and reliable information on evidence-based performance assessment in the case of hip fracture treatment is becoming increasingly necessary [19]. Good experiences of the Swedish Rikshöst-registry have led to the formalization of data production for the standardized audit of hip fractures in Europe (SAHFE) [20]. Data complying with the SAHFE standards have also been produced in some hospitals in Finland [21-23]. This kind of prospective collection of clinical data obviously represents the practical “state-of-the-art” consensus for data requirements for assessing the treatment of hip fractures. Unfortunately, the separate data production requires extra work and resources, and therefore it is unlikely that the extensive voluntary data collection required by SAHFE type audit data would be feasible in all hospitals. It would be practical and cost-effective if routinely collected administrative data could be used for performance assessment purposes [24]. In fact, in Finland administrative registers have been utilized in performance assessment in the case of hip fractures [25-27].

In principle, the Finnish health registers offer a very attractive and flexible environment for research purposes, because the universal personal identification numbers are used in all registers [28]. Deterministic record linkage can be used and the potential difficulties with complex probabilistic linkages are thus avoided [29-31]. Also the accuracy of the most important variables in the Finnish registers is known to be good [32-35]. Unfortunately, the available evidence concerning the validity of register data can not be directly generalized to the case of hip fracture. One study of acute pelvic fractures in Finland during 1988 has investigated the correspondence between the register data and the medical records of 114 patients (10% of 1212 patients) [36]. The accuracy of the data of the register was found to be at least 95% for most important variables excluding secondary diagnosis (80%) and place of injury (75%). In another study investigating hip fracture incidence in the United States, the accuracy of register data was lower (75% for secondary diagnosis) [37].
From a general perspective, accuracy and completeness cannot be defined uniquely without an assumption of a golden standard of measurement, and data validity must also be judged against the intended utilization purposes [38, 39]. In studying incidence, the definition of a golden standard is straightforward, but this is not the case in performance assessment. Fortunately, the data requirements for incidence calculation and for determining the starting points of care episodes in performance assessment are very similar [40]. This resemblance between two approaches implicitly shows that assumptions of a golden standard are very simplistic in incidence studies: certain observable facts are measured at a fixed time point. In performance assessment the main interest is on the dynamic processes of care, which essentially means dealing with different perspectives of measurement changing in time [41]. For instance, it is obvious that the detailed diagnosis of hip fracture is more important in the operating room than during the final stages of rehabilitation, and an assumption of constant accuracy is practically unrealistic. Moreover, the actual diagnosis of hip fracture is only an interpretation even after seeing x-rays, which suggests that the assumption of a golden standard may be erroneous [42]. This potential ambiguity is clearer in other diagnoses such as dementia or schizophrenia, and inevitable in the cases of more complex concepts such as post-operative complication or health status [43]. These problems become even more concrete and critical, if secondary data – in other words data collected originally for some other purpose – are to be used [24, 26, 44].

To make any statements concerning the quality of (secondary) data, it is essential to first outline the properties of required measures carefully under a fixed conceptual model (determine how data result from the theory), and then evaluate the observed data against these requirements (examine how well the theory can be reconstructed using the properties of actual observed data). In other words, to analyze the quality of available data for performance assessment a pragmatically useful compromise between problem-oriented and data-driven theories is required. In this sense, the definition for a golden standard of measurement becomes hermeneutic: the key issue is to understand why the data are like they are without fixing the reality using any single data source. However, it can be assumed that primary data collected for hip fracture audit purposes correspond more closely to any reasonable golden standard than secondary register data that were originally collected for other purposes.

Objectives

The aims of this study were to define a conceptual model for producing data for performance assessment in the case of hip fracture treatment, to compare two different sources of data – prospective clinical audit data (designed for monitoring treatment quality) and secondary administrative register data (used mainly in compiling statistics) – in the production of performance assessment information, and also to cross-validate the quality of these data sources

Methods

For the definition of the conceptual model, the list of SAHFE-variables was chosen to represent an adequate base for data requirements (http://www.sahfe.ort.lu.se/guide.html). These are actual operationalizations of those patient level concepts considered important in the case of hip fracture. In this study, the dimensions of the conceptual model were abstracted from the actual operATIONALIZED MEASURES, and then complemented using theoretical models of performance assessment [1, 18, 45, 46]. Each phenomenon represented by a concept was assumed to be attributable to an individual on a continuous time scale. It was also assumed that each concept can be described using a systems approach with a (limited or unlimited) number of states so that the system is always in some of these states at each time point. The concepts were then classified into more general groups in terms of their contextual interpretation, temporal stability and theoretical measurement properties. This qualitative classification procedure was repeated until the resulting conceptual model was considered satisfactory in the sense of Occam's razor principle.

Audit data were collected prospectively for 106 consecutive hip fracture patients in the Kuusankoski Regional Hospital between January 1, 1999 and January 31, 2000 [22, 23]. Patients treated in the surgical ward at the Kuusankoski Regional Hospital during the same period were identified from the Finnish Health Care Register, and all records of these patients from 1987-2002 were extracted from the Finnish Hospital Discharge Register, the Finnish Health Care Register, and the Causes of Death Register using the unique personal identification numbers of the patient population. Detected differences between data sources were further checked manually from the medical records of these patients (PL). The ethical committee of the Kymenlaakso Hospital District approved the study. Permission to use the data was obtained from the Kuusankoski Regional Hospital, the National Research and Development Centre for Welfare and Health, and also from Statistics Finland.

The selected measures of different data sources were first matched to the defined conceptual model. The completeness of registration of hip fracture patients as well as the accuracy and degree of completeness of the registered data were examined in both the audit and register data using standard methodology [38]. For some variables it was more reasonable to measure agreement than accuracy. This required approaches based on modeling the decision-making process, such as a polychoric correlation model (a form of latent trait model) [47]. The propor-
tion of agreements that were not due to chance was measured using a delta coefficient, which is based on the model of multiple-choice tests and avoids certain known deficiencies of the kappa coefficient [48]. Kappa may be considered as an approximation of delta, as both yield values that are very similar when at least one marginal distribution is balanced or when both marginal distributions are moderately unbalanced in the same direction [49].

Results

The dimensions of the conceptual model and selected measures attributable to these dimensions in various data sources are reported in Table 1. Of the dimensions, the biological constants do not change in time and therefore one measurement is generalizable to all times. Biological events, accident/fall history, and hip fracture event represent dimensions for which actual values of measures are recorded in the proximity of some observable event. All other dimensions relate to phenomena that potentially change in time and should be continuously monitored. In practice, time must be fixed for actual measurement. In the audit data, the measurement is done in connection with a hip fracture event and for certain measures also two weeks, four months, and one year after the fracture. In the register data, the recording takes place at each discharge. As expected, the content of audit data is richer than in the register data, even after using indirect measures of certain concepts. However, the measurement frequency in register data is superior to audit data, allowing complete observations of event histories for inpatient care.

Completeness of Registration

There were 104 patients in the prospective data (two had a new fracture at the other side of the hip during the follow-up). In the register there were 111 patients who were admitted to the surgical inpatient ward at the Kuusankoski Regional Hospital during the study period with a hip fracture diagnosis. It turned out that there were in total 105 patients with a confirmed hip fracture diagnosis (Table 2). The audit data missed one case and the register data two cases indicating very good completeness. The patient missing from the audit data had an impacted hip fracture (femoral neck) and was erroneously excluded from the prospective study. Both cases missing from the register had a diagnosis of distal femur fracture recorded in the register. Three extra hip fracture patients with clearly false hip fracture diagnoses were found in the register. For the first patient, there was a coding error in the medical record diagnosis (S42.0 $\rightarrow$ S72.0) and the second patient had a distal femur fracture, but for the third patient any explanation for an obvious error was not found. One patient with hip fracture diagnosis in the register had a periprosthetic hip fracture and therefore this patient was not a hip fracture patient. Another patient was admitted because of suspected hip fracture, but no fracture was found. Three patients excluded from the audit data were having on-going treatment for a recent earlier hip fracture – one operated on at the Kuusankoski Regional Hospital and two at some other hospital. It also turned out that four patients included in the audit data had had – according to the register – an earlier hip fracture during the preceding ten years. The side of the fracture is recorded very seldom in the register, but the medical records revealed that only one of these patients had the new fracture on the same side as the earlier fracture. The positive agreement between register and audit data was very good (94.9%), and would be even higher if appropriate data abstraction rules for identification of false positives are defined. If data abstraction rules are not used, the register data will over-estimate the number of new hip fractures.

Completeness of Registration for Re-operations and New Fractures

Two of the 105 hip fracture patients needed an acute re-operation during the first admission. Neither of these re-operations was detectable from the register data. In fact, the data structure of the Finnish Health Care Register allows only one operation day to be recorded during one period, and recording of two similar operation codes for the same period may seem to be an error. In both cases, the data in the register corresponded to the latter operation.

Three patients with a new hip fracture during the first year of follow-up were detected from the register. Two were also found from the audit data and the third was confirmed using the information in the medical record. The (confirmed) register data also revealed that one of these three patients had a third operation because of problems with the hip prosthesis during the first year of follow-up.

Accuracy and Completeness of Easily Measurable Variables

The completeness and accuracy of the register data were examined using 106 hip fracture events with complete audit data. Completeness indicates the percentage of cases with a recorded value for the variable in question. Accuracy tells the proportion of correctly recorded values for cases having at least some recorded values. The correctness – telling the overall utility (measured as the product of completeness and accuracy) of the variable – was very good for most of the variables (Table 3).

The accuracy of admission source and discharge destination was improved by using record linkage instead of variables in the index admission period. Discharge day also required record linkage, because each transfer from one ward to another even in the same hospital results in a new discharge in the register. Missing operation codes are a nuisance in the case of hip fractures, because they may also indicate conservative treatment. The data structure of the register does not suit well to recording acute re-operations during the same hospital period, resulting in the recording of wrong codes and days for primary operation. The extra operation code indicating the side of fracture was used very rarely. Accuracy for the place of accident was poor. This was mainly because of incapability of the ICD-10 classification to
### Conceptual model dimensions and their realizations in different data sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biological facts</th>
<th>SAHFE measure</th>
<th>Audit data measure</th>
<th>Register data measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biological events</td>
<td>date of birth, death, year of menopause, menarche</td>
<td>date of birth and death</td>
<td>date of birth and death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological constants (DNA)</td>
<td>sex</td>
<td>sex</td>
<td>sex</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Biological measures

- Physical examinations: height, weight
- Laboratory tests: hemoglobin, creatinine, albumin, bone density

#### Demographic history

- Household composition: living alone
- Place of living: residential status, area of living

#### Socioeconomic history

- Education, occupation, economic resources

#### Health related behavior

- Risk behavior: smoking, alcohol intake
- Diet, activities

#### Subjective quality of life

- Overall well-being: pain, psychological state, fear of fall
- Pain

#### Objective need for care

- Diseases/symptoms: comorbidity, complications
- Physical functioning: walking
- Cognitive functioning: Abbreviated mental test score

#### Use of care

- Technical aid: walking aids
- Medication: use of painkillers
- Health care utilization: provider, type of stay, length of stay

#### Accident/fall history

- Properties of fall: date of fall, place of fall
- Hip fracture event: time of fracture, occurrence place, fracture type, fracture side

#### Hip fracture event

- Initial treatment process: hospital id, admission time, admission source, start of operation, reason for operative delay, type of surgeon and anesthesiologist, type of anesthetic, operative method, length of surgery, type of prophylaxis, complications in operation, reoperations, time to mobilization, discharge time, discharge destination
- Clinical stability: ASA grade, comorbidities, coexisting fractures, reason for operative delay in medically unfit patients

1) Indirect measurement requiring record linkage
separate home accidents from the accidents occurring in residential care and falls occurring outdoors from the ones occurring indoors.

### Accuracy and Reliability of Hip Fracture Diagnoses

Register diagnosis was recorded as hip fracture (ICD-10: S72.0, S72.1, S72.2) in 98.1% (95% CI: 93.4-99.8%) of cases. However, the evaluation of the exact accuracy of the main diagnosis was not straightforward, as different classifications of hip fractures were used in the register and in the audit data. Following the methodological suggestions, the accuracy of diagnoses was addressed by considering the bone anatomy as a biological entity identifying true fracture status [50].

Hip fractures are commonly classified into intra- and extra-capsular according to their relationship to the capsular attachment of the hip. In terms of current data, fractures of the neck of the femur are intra-capsular, and other hip fractures are extra-capsular. The bone anatomy may be used to subdivide extra-capsular fractures further into basocervical, trochanteric and subtrochanteric fractures. Unfortunately, there is no separate diagnosis code in ICD-10 for basocervical fracture. Using a detailed fracture classification of femoral neck fracture, trochanteric fracture or subtrochanteric fracture, the agreement between audit data and register was 86.3% (95% CI: 79.4-92.2%). Pairwise agreement analyses revealed that femoral neck and subtrochanteric fractures were correctly identified in the register (high sensitivity), but identification of trochanteric fractures was not as accurate (Table 4). This is most probably because the extremities are easier to identify correctly. This interpretation is supported by the fact that the register diagnoses of trochanteric fracture were practically always true trochanteric fractures (high positive predictive value). This was not the case for femoral neck fractures or subtrochanteric register-diagnostics which were occasionally used for true trochanteric fractures (low positive predictive value). Misclassification at the borders of the trochanteric region of the femur may be one reason. Another cause is the ICD-10 classification utilized in Finland, which suggests the use of femoral neck diagnosis for unspecified hip fractures. The proportion of agreements that were not due to chance was very good as measured with the delta coefficient (81.3%; 95% CI: 71.3-91.3%) or the kappa coefficient (73.5%; 95% CI: 61.2-85.7%). In addition, since it was reasonable to assume that the underlying trait is continuous, the poly-

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Completeness</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Correctness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal identification number</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home municipality</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admission day</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admitted from</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>83.0%</td>
<td>83.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admitted from²</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>95.3%</td>
<td>95.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge day</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge to</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>96.2%</td>
<td>96.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge to²</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation day</td>
<td>99.1%</td>
<td>97.1%</td>
<td>96.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary operation</td>
<td>99.1%</td>
<td>98.1%</td>
<td>97.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side of fracture</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place of accident²</td>
<td>93.4%</td>
<td>61.3%</td>
<td>57.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main diagnosis (hip fracture)</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>98.1%</td>
<td>98.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) Percentage of cases with recorded value for the variable
2) Proportion of correctly recorded values for cases with some recorded value
3) The overall utility of the variable (product of completeness and accuracy)
4) Contains date of birth and sex
5) Identification by utilizing record linkage
6) Incompatible classification in the register

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>Positive predictive value</th>
<th>Negative predictive value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Femoral neck fracture</td>
<td>96.7% (91.5-100%)</td>
<td>80.5% (68.2-91.7%)</td>
<td>88.1% (79.7-95.3%)</td>
<td>94.3% (85.7-100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trochanteric fracture</td>
<td>68.6% (52.9-83.7%)</td>
<td>98.5% (95.1-100%)</td>
<td>96.0% (87.0-100%)</td>
<td>85.7% (77.5-93.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtrochanteric fracture</td>
<td>83.3% (42.9-100%)</td>
<td>96.9% (92.8-100%)</td>
<td>62.5% (25.0-100%)</td>
<td>98.9% (96.7-100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fracture Type</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>Positive Predictive Value</th>
<th>Negative Predictive Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Femoral neck</td>
<td>96.7%</td>
<td>80.5%</td>
<td>88.1%</td>
<td>94.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trochanteric</td>
<td>68.6%</td>
<td>98.5%</td>
<td>96.0%</td>
<td>85.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtrochanteric</td>
<td>83.3%</td>
<td>96.9%</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>98.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A choric correlation coefficient was calculated indicating a very high consistency between the audit data and register (0.92; 95% CI: 0.86-0.98).

**Agreement between Functional Dependency Measures**

In the audit data, functional dependency was measured using an activities of daily living (ADL) type of scale [23]. In the Finnish Health Care Register, overall dependency (and need for care) is recorded using a scale of five categories [51]. The completeness of dependency variable in the register was 100%. The boxplots describing dependency measures (at discharge) are shown in Figure 1. The upper categories of the register-based measure are combined due to the small number of observations. The polychoric correlation between the variables is 0.68 (95% CI: 0.55-0.81), showing rather good consistency. Means and medians behave reasonably, but Figure 1 indicates that the most commonly used category in the register data has a very wide range. It seems that high register categorizations truly reflect bad functionality, but absolute interpretation of the register scale at an individual level may be erroneous.

**Follow-up Information**

State diagrams for the register and audit data summarizing the follow-up information are shown in Figure 2. The overall shapes are pretty similar, but the register data have more accuracy. The dates of deaths, lengths of initial hospitalizations, and residential statuses at four months and at one year after the fracture in the audit data are accurate, but the follow-up information concerning acute care subsequent to the initial hospitalization in the audit data is partly incomplete and therefore technically difficult to handle. This can be most clearly seen from the proportion of patients in nursing homes, which is first overestimated and later underestimated (Fig. 2).

**Discussion**

In this study two forms of data production for performance assessment purposes were compared in the case of hip fracture treatment. A justifiable comparison required a definition of the conceptual model, which allowed for a systematic structuring of links between observable measures and theoretical concepts. Such models are only rarely reported [46], even though the explicit introduction of a conceptual model obviously significantly improves the understanding of the problem and makes the most important assumptions affecting the actual results of analyses visible.

Systematic approaches can be used for the development of a conceptual model [52]. Quite often conceptual models had to be represented so that it becomes possible to consider several different perspectives simultaneously [53-56]. This is particularly challenging if data are used for other purposes than originally intended [57]. In this study, a pragmatic mapping between concepts from a performance assessment theory, SAHFE metadata, and structured data entry in prospective audit data and secondary register data was constructed. In spite of the generality of the current model, it is limited in the sense that it deals with individual level concepts only. For benchmarking purposes, provider level phenomena that give explanations of observed differences between providers of care should also be considered. One very important individual level measure – namely costs – is also missing from the model. It would have special measurement properties, because it is cumulative in time.

As expected, the register data lacked clinical detail. However, most of the more detailed measures in the audit data were ac-
tually related to phenomena that continuously change in time. Such data require tacit knowledge to be useful in a more general context [58]. On the other hand, register data have a data structure that allows the complete observation of inpatient care history, and therefore outperforms prospective data in this sense if some delay in data production is tolerable. Making use of demographic, socioeconomic and medication histories data – which are, in principle, available in other Finnish registers – could also improve certain details of register data, but it requires extensive work to obtain and preprocess such – possibly expensive – data.

In this study, it was assumed that all hip fracture patients were identifiable from the register or audit data. This assumption is valid so far as patients were treated at the orthopaedic inpatient ward at the Kuusankoski Regional Hospital, because it is very unlikely that two complete, but mutually different registrations would miss a patient. In fact, even the patients treated conservatively or operated on at another hospital are routinely referred to an orthopaedic inpatient ward and would be registered. In theory, some patients admitted to the outpatient emergency department who were not resident in the operation area of the Kuusankoski Regional Hospital and thus directly transferred to their own local hospital, could have been missed from the data. However, in our study capture-recapture analyses estimating the total number of cases were not applicable, because there was structural dependency between data sources (the occurrence of a patient in audit data also indicated expected occurrence in register data) [59, 60]. Therefore the completeness was evaluated by identifying all hip fracture cases from audit data and register data, and then all incompatibilities were checked against the information in medical records. In this sense, the differences in completeness between data sources indicate the different definitions of hip fracture or errors in register data.

The completeness of audit data was excellent, and also the completeness of register data seemed to be very good. In fact, there is a tendency to overestimation if no appropriate data abstraction rules are used. For example, it is more reasonable to count new hip fracture cases than every patient with an ongoing hip-fracture-related care episode [61, 62]. However, unless the clinical judgment of a hip fracture case is accurately and completely recorded, register-based estimates for the numbers of hip fractures are prone to bias. The appropriateness of such data abstraction rules can be partially verified by comparing the hospital-specific numbers of consecutive hip fractures during particular time periods – available from prospective studies – to register-data-based estimates for the same hospitals and the same time periods. It must be noted that even this kind of a definition has some drawbacks in incidence calculations. The number of patients is hospital-specific, but the available risk-population data refers to geographical areas and one can therefore argue that patients living in the same area but operated in some other hospital should also be counted as cases, and patients from other areas should be excluded.

Our definition for a golden standard of measurement in this study was hermeneutic. In practice, three types of comparisons between data sources were utilized (even though the boundaries between types are not clear cut). The first type was applied in accuracy comparisons: the same rather easily measurable variable was available in both data sources, and detected differences could be further checked from the medical records (e.g. Table 3). The second type was for the comparison of theoretically similar information that has substantially different operationalizations in both data sources (e.g. Figs. 1 and 2). The third type of comparison was a combination of the first two types: both approaches can be applied (e.g. analyses of the detailed fracture classification).
The key idea was to make versatile comparisons that are methodologically justified and practically relevant.

The accuracy of the most easily measurable variables in the register is very good. However, the data structure for the recording of performed operations is not optimal in the register. For example, only one operation day is allowed for one hospitalization even though the patient may be re-operated on during the same hospitalization. The content of these fields could also be improved by giving standardized instructions that guide practitioners to also record the relevant additional operation codes available in the classification, such as which side the fracture is on. Such additional metadata should also be feasible to use to improve the quality of register data in general in cases where the use of structured data entries is known to vary between coders [39, 63, 64].

For the purposes of performance assessment, follow-up information is particularly essential. Mortality and length of initial hospitalization period were recorded equally in both data sets, but otherwise it was not easy to derive information that was exactly compatible. Information on the use of inpatient health services on a daily basis was available directly from the register while deriving similar information from the audit data required certain assumptions and interpolation. The collection of follow-up information from the audit data requires extra work and is prone to different biases as is the routine collection of register data. Even though the use of health services is recorded better in the register, other measurements of useful concepts such as use of technical aid, functional disability and pain offer information that is not directly available from the register. However, because the register includes a disability information (at admission, discharge and census points). This information would be more valuable if some commonly used functional disability or quality of life measure had been available in the register instead of a non-validated ad hoc measure [65].

On the other hand, the register includes information concerning the provider-specific use of health services with diagnostic-related group information for the total patient population. This allows the calculation of costs by summing up the suitably (price) weighted information on the use of health services. This same idea for calculating costs can be further utilized, though the weights this time correspond not to prices but to the mean health or disability status of persons receiving specific forms of care, and this results in health status measure which is unbiased (in the same sense as costs can be unbiased) at the population level. Examination of such ideas is out of the scope of this study, but may offer fruitful directions for further research.

As a conclusion, register and audit data both have certain limitations and problems, but seem to be suitable for the performance assessment of hip fracture treatment. Voluntary input of additional hip fracture event data to the register should be made possible, because the best compromise for practical performance assessment purposes would be reached by a prospective recording of hip fracture event data combined with extraction of care histories of these patients from the registers.
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